
On behalf of the Network of Emerging Artists and Professionals Committee we are 

glad to introduce you the Countries that was selected for the First NEAPFEST Brazil 
what happens in October 2018 at the Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro - 
UNIRIO. 
 

NEAP Fest is a performing arts' interchange festival with young artists, members of the 
Network of Emerging Artists and Professionals' committee from the International 
Theatre Institute (ITI). In sight of the fact that great part of the world population consists 
of a youth of 18 to 36 years old, NEAP committee was created, in 2014, with the purpose 
of promoting international and intergenerational exchanges in a worldwide artistic 
scenery. 
Consisting of 18 participant countries, the festival counts with plays, workshops, 
debates and short scenes and intends to dialogue with the proposed theme "Heritages", 
and emphasize the discussion about what we inherit, what we will leave [for future 
generations] and how it reflects in artistic productions. Welcoming the chosen to 
participate in the festival, which will happen in Federal University of Rio de Janeiro's 
State (UNIRIO) in October 23 to 27, are the Theatrical Group "Coletivo Egrégora", a 
company host from Rio de Janeiro, founded by Jeferson Fagundes, the secretariat of 
collaboration of NEAP Committee. 
 

Countries Theatrical Groups selected to participate in NEAP Fest 2018: 
Algeria - Group Espoir with "The Generous Trash". 
Brazil - Coletivo Egrégora with "O Outro Lado: La petite mort" 
- Multifoco Companhia de Teatro with "Cronicas para uma cidade 

ou um amanhecer abortado" 
Czech Republic and Slovak Republic - Group BORA a RRRR+a with "UROBOROS" 
Egypt - The Actors with "30 mins Freedom" 
Finland and USA - Vicente Ugartechea & Emil Uuttu with "Pleasures" 
India - Group KASBA ARGHYA with "Macbeth Badya" 
Nepal - Educational Theatre In Nepal with an workshop by Sunaina Panthy 

Nigeria - Theatre Emissary International with "Two Characters Undefined" 

Philippines - Arete (Ateneo de Manila) with "The Wayside Cafe" 
Spain - Al Descubierto & UNLABELLED with "Non-Places" 
Sweden - KolKo ink. with "Echoes" 
 

More countries coming for workshops and round tables. 
 

Very welcome for all, and soon we will open registration for international members who 
want to watch all this amazying companies and groups. 
 

"On the photo the Coletivo Egrégora, the host of the Festival". 
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